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Background: : Long-standing groin pain (LSGP) is a chronic painful condition resulting in both impaired performance and time loss from participation in multidirectional field sport.
Research question: : What are the differences in intersegmental coordination strategy and variability of trunkpelvic and thigh coupling during change of direction in subjects with athletic LSGP and asymptomatic control
subjects?
Methods: : A motion analysis system was used to collect 3-D kinematic data of the continuous relative phase and
the variability of the right and left leg hip. Thoracic-thigh segment data were also collected during multiple
ipsilateral turns at a self-selected pace from 16 males with LSGP and 16 asymptomatic controls. It is worth
mentioning that, for a more detailed analysis, we divided each cycle diagram into four phases. Independent Ttests were used to compare the two groups.
Results: : Subjects with LSGP demonstrate except in phase 2 of the left foot, more out-of-phase movement with
both increased variabilities in right/ left thigh - pelvic coupling, right/ left thigh-thoracic, and pelvic- thoracic in
every 4 phases and in the decoupling of segmental coordination.
Significance: : Decrease in coordination with higher variability is apparent in subjects with LSGP and this
aberrant coordination may lead to unexpected compensatory strategies and control impairments.

1. Introduction
Long-standing groin pain (LSGP) is a chronic painful condition,
which limits athletic performance in multidirectional sports such as
soccer [1], and rugby [2]. According to a recent study’s finding conducted on 695 football players, 49 % of these players reported having
pain in the groin and hip, of whom 31 % had been suffering from this
pain more than six weeks [3].
Turning and change of direction are important components of field
and ice based sport [4], but they are also the common mechanisms of
pain propagation in the groin [5]. Kinetic and kinematic analyses have
reported increases in the thoracic and lumbopelvic movements, changes
in the movements of the lower limbs and an increase in ground reaction
force(GRF), the prolonged ground contact time, during the changes in
direction in subjects with LSGP [6]. Measuring such movements with
kinetic/kinematic parameters alone is difficult, and complex

⁎

movements are not exclusively created by the combination of the
movements in a joint or a segment [7]. Therefore, spatial and temporal
motion parameters or kinetic/kinematic studies, using discrete point
analysis, require a detailed hypothesis which may influence the
movements analyzed and limit the interpretation of changes in the
neuromuscular control strategy [7]. Non-linear dynamic studies have
shown that higher-order variables such as coordination between segments can provide more information on the motor activities and neuromuscular system in comparison with lower-order variables such as
kinetic/kinematic ones [8].
Change of direction requires rotational movement of the body segments toward new directions while maintaining dynamic stability [4].
In healthy subjects, there is a regular sequence (coordination) during
turning in various segments of the body [9]. In fact, the proximate limb
has coupled movements and a special coordination during certain activities. The inability to generate or restrict the appropriate angular
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momentum is a risk factor that could lead to loss of balance and injury
[10].
Continuous relative phase(CRP) is a helpful methodology for
quantification of intersegmental coordination which gives more information compared to the investigation of the share of every joint/
segment in the completion of the range of motion, considering the
nature of the applied strategy [11]. The phase plane of every joint/
segment contains its position and velocity [11].
Research has shown that there is a close relationship between hip,
lumbopelvic and thoracic movements [12]. Any change in one segment
affects the other [12]. Therefore, the study of the timing or coupling of
movements, in addition to the variability in the coordination of joints/
segments can help us better understand the organization of the motor
control system and provides useful information on the etiology of the
injury [13]. Researchers have shown that reduced movement coordination and higher rate of variability may indicate the presence of
injury and injury risk factors or the impairment of movement pattern,
leading to tissue overload and increased load on the joint, which is
mostly due to the changes in motor control [14].
In this regard, research on the subjects with LSGP have reported
some evidence of altered movement strategies and recurrent stress in
the groin and lumbopelvic areas, resultant in magnetic resonance
imaging findings [15]. However, few studies have examined the mechanical cause of these factors, as well as the relationship between the
chronic pain in the groin and changes in movement and muscular
pattern during the repetitive movements [5].
Change of direction is an appropriate challenge [9] for multidirectional sports and daily activities [4]. Useful information on the
motor control strategies as well as the possible mechanisms of LSGP
could be achieved by investigation of the phase and temporal correlation between the thoracic-pelvic and thigh joints during gaiting coupled
with the frequent turnings in the subjects with LSGP and its comparison
with asymptomatic control subjects [5,16]. Therefore, the present study
aims at comparing the intersegmental coordination strategy and the
variability in the coordination of thoracic-pelvic and the right/left thigh
movements in the transverse plane during turning in subjects with LSGP
and asymptomatic controls. We assume that patients with LSGP have
more out-of-phase intersegmental coordination (i.e. the two segments
move in the same direction simultaneously) along with greater variability in the transverse plane in comparison to the control group.

thoracic and pelvic and thigh rotation angles during turning. The
sampling
frequency
was
200
Hz
and
MR3
software
(ver.3.6.3.2;Noraxon Inc.,St.AZ,USA) was used to collect kinematic
data. A physiotherapist with more than 3 years of clinical experience in
the musculoskeletal field was responsible to palpate carefully the specified anatomical landmarks on the participants for placement of the
motion sensors.
Five wireless sensors (3.5 × 5.0 × 2.0 cm) were attached to the
surface of the 7th cervical spinous process, the 12th thoracic spinous
process, and at the midpoint of the posterior superior iliac spine and the
frontal attachment on lower quadrant of quadriceps, slightly above the
knee cap, and area of lowest muscle belly displacement in motion according
to
the
Noraxon
standard
manual(Noraxon
Inc.,Scottsdale,AZ,USA) [17].
2.3. Procedure
Each locomotor trial consisted of three laps of a walking circuit. The
circuit required both linear motion and a series of turns. Following
multiple practice trials, the subjects were asked to walk barefoot along
a 70 cm by 70 cm walkway (Fig. 1) at a comfortable self-selected speed
and data were collected from seven successful trials of the circuit (at
least 21-ipsilateral pivot turns in the defined turning area for analysis
were captured). In each repetition of the circuit, the first turn was made
by stepping into an outlined 70 cm by 70 cm area with the foot ipsilateral to the turn direction (hereafter referred to as the “turn limb”)
and turning briskly 90° to the ipsilateral side (Fig. 1). Cones outlined
the turning area [9].
All participants spontaneously used a pivot strategy to complete the
turn, with the change in direction being accomplished by a pivot on the
turn limb [18].
For consistency each LSGP participant and their matched Control
turned to the left side.
A visual analogue scale (VAS) was used to measure perceived levels
of current pain [19].
2.4. Inter-segmental coordination analysis
The heel strike events were detected by pelvic acceleration data
according to the methods described by Chow et al. (2018) [20]. A
successful trial was defined as one containing a complete stride initiated
with the right leg for both groups. CRP was then calculated on each
stride using the method of Hamill et al. [13]. Briefly, pelvis, trunk and
thigh segmental angular velocities were calculated as the first derivative of segment angular position. Angular position and velocity were
normalized to 100 data points and scaled between -1 and 1. For specific
analysis by phase during turning, we resampled CRP divided to four
periods. These normalized position and angular velocity vectors were
plotted relative to each other for the trunk segment and for the pelvis
segment and for the thigh segment. Phase angles were calculated as the
angle formed between a line from the origin to each data point and the
right horizontal. CRP was defined as the difference between the trunk,
pelvis and thigh phase angles at each percent of the stride. CRP variability was defined as the standard deviation of the CRP at each time
point across all ten trials.

2. Methods
2.1. Participants
In this cross-sectional study, 32 male-right-leg dominant subjects
were recruited from the Tehran soccer and rugby club based on the
inclusion and exclusion criteria (Table 1), and by clinical assessment
performed by a physical therapist. The subjects were divided into two
groups: athletic unilateral (in the right side) groin pain (n = 16) (from
soccer (56.25 %) and rugby (43.75 %)) and asymptomatic controls (n
= 16) (from soccer (62.5 %) and rugby (37.5 %)). The cases and
controls were matched according to age, type of sport and club of affiliation. The subjects received a detailed explanation about the investigation prior to participation in this study and were requested to
complete the sports medical information questionnaire as well as the
individual information informed consent form approved by the XXX
University ethics committee(No:XXX).

2.5. Statistical analysis

2.2. Motion capture

Shapiro-Wilks test was used to assess normal distribution of data;
equality of variances was evaluated by Levene test. Independent sample
t-tests were used to compare control and LSGP groups. For non-parametric data, differences between groups were compared using MannWhitney U tests. These analyses were performed using SPSS software
version 23(Inc,Chicago,IL(. Significance levels were set at 0.05.

Kinematic data were collected from participants using wireless
wearable sensors and an integrated neuromechanics software platform
(MyoResearch 3,10,Noraxon,USA).
A three-dimensional (3D) motion-tracking system (Noraxon
Research MyoMotion;Noraxon Inc.,St.AZ,USA) was used to measure the
37
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Table 1
inclusion and exclusion criteria of participants.

Inclusion criteria

Exclusion criteria

LSGP

control

Active players in multi direction or at the club level in Tehran [34].
Sport-related, insidious onset groin pain that has been present for at least 6 wk [21,34].
Groin pain during or after sporting activities [21,23,34].
Tenderness on palpation of either the adductor tendons, their insertion onto the pubic
bone, or the pubic symphysis(visual analogue pain scores, VAS ≥ 3; range 0–10)
[23,34].
positive adductor squeeze test at 45° of hip flexion(visual analogue pain scores, VAS ≥
3; range 0–10) [23,34].
Presence of groin pain during active adduction against resistance at the time of
assessment(visual analogue pain scores, VAS ≥ 3; range 0–10) [23,34].
Groin pain that commenced as a result of an acute incident [21,23].
Surgery to their lower abdominal, hip or groin region [34].

Active players in multi direction or at the club level in Tehran [34].
Negative adductor squeeze test at 45° of hip flexion [23].

Frank inguinal hernia [21,23].
History of low back or sacroiliac joint pain in the past year [34].
Neurological symptoms (i.e. pins and needles, tingling, and/or numbness) in the lower
limbs [23,34].

History of groin pain [34].
Surgery to their lower abdominal, hip, or groin region, or a frank
inguinal hernia [21,23,34].
History of low back or sacroiliac joint pain in the past year [23,34].
Neurological symptoms (i.e. pins and needles, tingling, and/or
numbness) in the lower limbs [23,34].
any systemic disease that has an influence on functional ability e.g.
Ankylosing Spondilitis, Scheuermann’s disease [23].
Rheumatoid Arthritis, Muscular Dystrophy or Paget’s disease [23].

findings indicated more out-of-phase movements (i.e., the two segments
move in opposite directions simultaneously) and higher variability of
coordination in all turning phases in the right/left thigh-pelvic, right/
left thigh-thoracic, and thoracic-pelvic couplings in LSGP subjects
(Fig. 2–4).
In this study, the CRP of the right/left thigh-thoracic- pelvic coupling was compared during four-phase movement between the LSGP
and control subjects.
Our results indicate that in terms of the coordination of the right
and left thigh-pelvic, except in phase 2 of the left thigh-pelvic (Fig. 2a),
the LSGP subjects showed a more out-of-phase coordination pattern and
more variability than the control group in all phases. Also, in the coordination of the right and left thigh-thoracic movement (Fig. 3), the
LSGP subjects showed a significantly more out-of-phase coordination
pattern with higher variability than the control subjects.
In the pelvic-thoracic coordination (Fig. 4), subjects with LSGP
showed a more out-of-phase coordination pattern with more variability
than control group.
In healthy subjects, the pelvic motion is characterized by quick and
timely turns during the stance phase. In the first phase of oscillation, the
pelvis rotates in the direction of turning during the first half of the
swing and before the re-contact of the heel in the opposite direction of
the foot that is the axis of rotation, indicating a coordinated and timely
movement in healthy subjects [9].
In this study, asymptomatic control subjects showed a more inphase motor pattern (i.e., the two segments move in the same direction
simultaneously) with less variability than LSGP subjects, indicating a
disordered motor pattern in the LSGP subjects.
Increased variability or degrees of freedom, as well as the increased
out-of-phase coordination pattern in couplings during turning could
indicate a compensated strategy in the motor control system for
adaptation and controlling a new movement pattern [7,13].
The results showed that the coordination also changed even in the
unaffected side, which is probably due to the bilateral force transmission of load across the pelvis in both the affected leg on the pelvic
movement, and also the unaffected (healthy) leg [7]. In LSGP, even
though symptoms may be confined to one anatomical side, often
movement tasks reproduce asymmetry on the non-painful limb. These
asymmetric changes may contribute to prolong movement problems
(gait and turning) and make the pain chronic in subjects with groin pain
[5,7].
Various studies have reported changes in the hip rotation range of
motion in individuals with hip and groin pain [21]. There may be a
compensatory mechanism to decrease the anterior hip joint contact

3. Results
There were no statistically significant differences between the
groups for age, height and weight distribution, however the mean
preferred turning speed was significantly lower in the LSGP group than
in the control group (Table 2).
3.1. Thigh-pelvic coordination
The statistical analysis (Independent sample t-test) indicated that
the transverse plane thigh right/left-pelvic coordination, except in
phase 2 of the left foot (Fig. 2.a) was significantly more out-of-phase
(less in-phase) in the LSGP group during in all phases of turning (P ≤
0.05) (Fig. 2). Moreover, the analysis indicated that the LSGP group
demonstrated increased CRP variability as compared to the control
group over the all phase (four phase) of turning (P ≤ 0.05)(Fig. 2).
3.2. Thigh-thoracic coordination
The statistical analysis indicated that the transverse plane thigh
right/left-Thoracic coordination was significantly more out-of-phase in
(less in-phase) in the LSGP group during four phases of turning (P ≤
0.05) (Fig. 3). Moreover, the analysis indicated that the LSGP group
demonstrated increased CRP variability as compared to the control
group over the all phase (four phase) of turning (P ≤ 0.05) (Fig. 3).
3.3. Pelvic-thoracic coordination
The statistical analysis indicated that the transverse plane pelvicthoracic coordination was significantly more out-of-phase in (less inphase) in the LSGP group during four phases of turning (P ≤ 0.05)
(Fig. 4). Moreover, the analysis indicated that the LSGP group demonstrated increased CRP variability as compared to the control group
over the all phase (four phase) of turning (P ≤ 0.05) (Fig. 4).
4. Discussion
The purpose of this study was to compare the pelvis-thoracic and
right/left thigh transverse plane coordination and coordination variability in participants with LSGP and control subjects over the four
movement phases of turning (Fig. 2–4).
We hypothesized that subjects with LSGP would demonstrate differences in coordination and variability during turning compared to the
asymptomatic controls, and the results supported this hypothesis. Our
38
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Fig. 1. a Turning. b Four Phases of Turning.
Stride cycle of an ipsilateral walking turn to the right. Stride cycle commences with initial contact of foot ipsilateral to turn direction (turn limb).
Re-orientation is achieved in part by a pivot on the turn limb. The stance phase of the turn ends with the initial contact of the foot contralateral to the turn direction
and toe-off of the turn limb, and the stride cycle is completed by the second initial contact of the turn limb. For a more detailed analysis, we divided each stride cycle
into four phases.

force and limit pain or kinesiophobia during walking or change of direction [5].
Due to the close kinematic relationship between the lumbar spine,
pelvic girdle and hip, any limitation in one side will affect the other
[12]. As shown in the literature, the limitation of movement in the hip
would compensate the lumbopelvic movement pattern, which is observed as increased motion and unstable lumbopelvic movements [12].
It has also been shown that thoracic motion is influenced by the pelvic
directions and is controlled by stabilizing muscles (IO/Transversus
abdominus and Multifidus) [22].
Previous work has identified, a limited range of motion [15,21],
change (unstable) lumbopelvic motor patterns [23,24], and increased

thoracic tilt during active motions such as changes in direction and
landing [5] in subjects with LSGP.
In addition, studies on CRP have also pointed to the close relationship of the coordinated movements of thoracic-pelvic and thigh
couplings [25].
The results of this study also showed that subjects with LSGP had a
more out-of-phase motor pattern and a higher variability than asymptomatic control subjects. Where previously it was felt that narrow
variability might be injurious and wide variability injury predictive,
recent systematic review by Baida et al. [26] finds conflicting evidence.
Also, considering the results of the present study, CRP values were
negative in the thigh- pelvic and thigh-thoracic couplings, indicating a
39
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asymmetry increases significantly in the presence of pain and lumbopelvic instability [28]. It has been shown that Transverse abdominal
(TrA) and Multifidus (MF) muscles play a significant role in the stability
of this area as key muscles in the lumbopelvic stability of thoracic
movements during turning [29]. Thoracic and lumbopelvic instability
occur when proper coordination of these muscles is lacking during
turning. Studies on LSGP subjects have pointed to the delays in the TrA/
IO muscle activity [24], reduced size of the multifidus muscle [30] and
weakness in abductors [24]. This muscular ineffectiveness and imbalance cause a lower control on the proximal limb and a kinematic
change in the distal area, which are observed by an altering movement
control patterns [24].
The results of this study are consistent with previous studies
showing that subjects with LSGP use a modified strategy during
turning. This motion impairment in segments during repetitive and
long-term movements may lead to disturbances in the distribution of
shearing forces in pelvic and lower limbs, which results in an increased
load on the pubic symphysis joint, hip joint and an increased repetitive
stress on the groin and hip muscles [5,24]. In activities such as turning,
these forces increase to several times the weight of the body [5], which
require sufficient residual capacity to maintain control, without allowing overload of singular structure. Without the strength or endurance capacity, the potential for structural overload and pain persists, continuing the activity can result in prolonged pain and a risk
factor for secondary injuries such as hip osteoarthritis [31], which has
been confirmed by imaging findings [7–9,23]. Biomechanical gait
analysis does not stand alone in guiding treatment decisions [33].
Therefore, it is suggested for a more accurate evaluation using additional measures such as a standard physical examination and combining
several gait features in a broader perspective may need consideration.

Table 2
Mean ± Standard Deviation for Age, Height, Weight, and Speed Variables for
Two Groups.
Groups Factors

LSGP (n = 16)

Control (n = 16)

P Value

Age (year)
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)
Speed)m/s(
VAS of groin pain at time of
testing

25.56 ± 2.36
179.56 ± 3.94
78.25 ± 6.43
1.03 ± 0.19
2.93 ± 0.77

25.25 ± 2.11
179.12 ± 4.04
79.68 ± 6.85
1.44 ± 0.15
_

0.69
0.75
0.54
0.000a
_

LSGP: Long-standing groin pain.
VAS: visual analogue scale.
a
Significant mean differences, P ≤ 0.05.

greater movement of the proximal segment compared to the distal,
which was consistent with previous studies [24]. This finding may be
explained by the model of motor system disorders. According to this
model, increasing the range of motion of one or more lumbopelvic
motor segment compared to the hip joint motor segment leads to an
increase in the amount of motion and early motion of the lumbopelvic
area during the functional activities requiring movement of these two
areas. Repeated movements and the recurrent forces resulting from
them, in addition to the cumulative effects of these forces lead to the
tissue injury that would be made chronic due to the lack of sufficient
opportunity to repair damaged tissues [27]. This may cause more outof-phase motions and higher variability that ultimately leads to a longstanding pain related to tissue overload.
Another possible reason may be the role played by the inadequate
muscular function, such as those during asymmetric and combinational
turning motions, the mass of the thoracic segment upwards of 40 % of
body mass requires the thoracic muscles and spinal extensors to contract asymmetrically and with a high antagonistic contraction, and this

Fig. 2. Mean and standard deviation values of Right/left Thight-Pelvic continuous relative phase (CRP) and continuous relative phase variability over the four phases
of turning in the controls and LSGP groups.
* indicates a statistically significant difference between groups (P ≤ 0.05).
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Fig. 3. Mean and standard deviation values of Right/left Thight-Thoracic continuous relative phase (CRP) and continuous relative phase variability over the four
phases of turning in the controls and LSGP groups.
* indicates a statistically significant difference between groups (P ≤ 0.05).

Fig. 4. Mean and standard deviation values of Pelvic-Thoracic continuous relative phase (CRP) and continuous relative phase variability over the four phases of
turning in the controls and LSGP groups.
* indicates a statistically significant difference between groups (P ≤ 0.05).

5. Conclusion

no financial interests in the results of this study. Furthermore, dissemination of the results of this study does not constitute endorsement
by the researchers or their institutional affiliations.

The results of the present study show loss of segmental coordination, and task variability in LSGP. This has resulted in compensatory
strategies and altered distribution of forces during movements, which
may lead to structural overload and pain. This information can be
useful for clinical examination and design of medical treatments in
these subjects.
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